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English

How many ways can you make the sound 'ay'?

ai a-e ay ey
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Phonics
Key Information

The English language is made up of 44 different sounds.

These sounds are called phonemes.

The leers that represent a sound: graphemes.

Two leers that form a grapheme: digraph.

Three leers that form a grapheme: trigraph.

Leers in a digraph separated by a leer: split digraphs.

Reading separate graphemes and puing them together: blending

Sounding out the word you are trying to spell: segmenting

garden

delightful

snake

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/reading-owl/expert-help/parent-how-to-videos/
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Phonics
EYFS

In EYFS, the children will be using Read Write Inc. and it 
contains three main elements:

1: Speed Sounds

Sets, 1, 2 and 3

2: Diies and Storybooks

3: Get Writing! books
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Read Write Inc.
1: Speed Sounds
Learn the 44 sounds

Learn to read words using blending

Learn to write the graphemes that represent the 44 sounds

Learn to write words by segmenting

2: Diies and Storybooks
Once the children can read and blend all the Set 1 sounds...

Read stories featuring words they have learned to sound out

Demonstrate comprehension by answering discussion questions

3: Get Writing! books
Write simple sentences

Compose stories based on picture scripts

Compose a range of texts using discussion prompts
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Phonics
Year 1

In Year 1, the children will be using TES Phonics and it 
contains three main elements:

Phase 2 and 3 GPC
(Grapheme Phoneme 
Correspondence)

Phase 3 and 4

Phase 5 and Spelling

Phase 2: s, a, t, ff, ck

Phase 3: j, v, w

Phase 3: ch, sh, ng - ai, igh - ur, oi

Phase 4: digraphs in longer words (fish)

Phase 5: /igh/ as ie - /ay/ as ai, ey

Spelling: does, should, suffixes and 
prefixes
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SPaG
Year 2

Once the children are confident and competent with the 
sounds, they will be following a Spelling, Punctuation and 
Grammar programme.
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Spelling
Year 2 - What are we doing in school?
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Spelling: What are we doing in school?
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Spelling
Year 2 - What can be done at home?
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Spelling
Year 2 - What can be done at home?
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Spelling: How to learn at home
There is no 'one way' for learning spellings. Here are some suggestions!
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Spelling: How to learn at home
Magic Wand!

(write the word in the air)

Spell on Tape!
(spell the word into a voice 
recorder and play it back)

Magnetic Leers!
(jumble on the fridge)

Picture it!

(draw a shape around the 
word)

Your turn!
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Handwriting
The 2014 National Curriculum states that pupils should ‘start using some of the 

diagonal and horizontal strokes needed to join leers’ from Year 2, and encourages 
schools to teach children ‘to write with a joined style as soon as they can form leers 

securely with the correct orientation’.

It has been proven that Continuous Cursive handwriting aids children with learning 
new spellings due to increased muscle memory.

Why is it so important?

Continuous Cursive
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The Journey to Continuous Cursive: Handwriting Joins

Diagonal joins

(the most common leer 
join – formed from the 
baseline)

used to join:

a, b, c, d, e, h, i, k, l, m, 
n, p, q, s, t, u, x, z

to these leers:

b, e, f, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, p, 
r, t, u, v, w, x, y, z

and to these tricky leers 
(where the leer is 
formed in an 
anticlockwise movement):

a, c, d, g, o, q, s

Horizontal joins

(formed from the top of 
the leer)

used to join:

o, r, v, w

to these leers:

b, e, f, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, p, 
r, t, u, v, w, x, y, z

and to these tricky leers 
(where the leer is 
formed in an 
anticlockwise movement):

a, c, d, g, o, q, s

Descender joins

(formed from the loop of 
a descender)

used to join:

f, g, j, y

to these leers:

b, e, f, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, p, 
r, t, u, v, w, x, y, z

and to these tricky leers 
(where the leer is 
formed in an 
anticlockwise movement):

a, c, d, g, o, q, s
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The Journey to Continuous Cursive
It is recommended that handwriting joins are taught in this order to 
ensure progression and consolidate prior learning.

Continuous Cursive

1) Ready to write

Develops gross and fine motor 
skills

2) Forming leer families

Secures correct leer formation

3) Positioning and pre-cursive

Forming leers of correct size

Beginning to join

4) Joining leers

Understanding leer joins

Increase legibility, quality 
and consistency

5) Increasing fluency, speed and 
style

Practise with own 
personal style
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The Journey to Continuous Cursive: Left handed

Some left-handed children may find it more appropriate to leave a lower 
case ‘t’ unjoined as this leer is formed differently for them. Some other 
capital leers are also often formed differently for left-handed writers 
(E,F,H,I,J,T).

Left-handed children should be reminded of the best positioning of their 
paper to allow them to view their writing and also to help prevent 
‘smudging’. It also may be helpful for left-handed children to hold their 
writing implement slightly higher (about 2cm from the tip) so that what 
they are writing isn’t shielded from their view. It is recommended that 
right-handed children are not seated on the left-hand side of a left-
handed child to ensure that their elbows do not collide.
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The Journey to Continuous Cursive: The order

Leer Formation Interactive Tool
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The Journey to Continuous Cursive: End product! Your turn!
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Writing - Targets and Expectations
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EYFS
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Year 1
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Year 2
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Writing - Targets and Expectations
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Year 2 - SATs
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Year 2 - SATs
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Year 2 - SATs
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Reading

Reading is not a race!
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KS1 - Reading Test

Emphasis on comprehension!
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Help at home: Website
On the school website, there is an area specifically for English. It is named 
'English Information' and is found under the banner 'Teaching and Learning'.
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Thank you!
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Attachments

CursiveLetterFormationPowerpointwithRhymesLowerAbility.ppt










Click on the letter you would like to practise.

Press the back button at any time during the slide show to return to the letter choice screen.









Click on the letter you would like to practise.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

m

n

o

p

q

r

s

t

u

v

w

x

y

z







Click and watch the pencil to see it write.





Whoosh in and round you go.

Up, down and kick out a’s toe.







Whoosh in and up tall and back down.

Then halfway up and all the way round.

Add a lead at the end

So b can join onto a friend



Click and watch the pencil to see it write.











Click and watch the pencil to see it write.



Whoosh in and curl the c. 

C joins other letters easily.









Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh up halfway and go round

Then all the way up and back down.

Kick out d’s toe

And she’s ready to go.











Click and watch the pencil to see it write.



Whoosh in and curl like a snail

And leave an easy joining tail.









Click and watch the pencil to see it write.



Whoosh in to the top and loop round

And then zoom under the ground.

Under the line, loop the last part

And finish your f near its start.









Click and watch the pencil to see it write.



Whoosh in, go round to the top.

Go down under the line, loop and stop.









Click and watch the pencil to see it write.



Whoosh in and up tall and then down.

Halfway up, bend over and flick off the ground.









Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh up and down, then kick out a toe.

Add a dot and i’s ready to go. 









Whoosh up then zoom down under the line.

Loop the tail then add your dot at the right time.



Click and watch the pencil to see it write.











Click and watch the pencil to see it write.



Whoosh up tall and back down.

Go halfway up and around.

Go down and out with a flick.

Your k is ready to kick!







Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh in and up tall,

Down to the ground and make your flick small.













Click and watch the pencil.

Whoosh in and then down, 

Up, over and back to the ground.

Up, over and down again.

Add a flick to finish you m.











Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh in and then down.

Up, over the hump and flick off the ground.











Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh in round you go.

Lead out from the top for your o.









Whoosh in and then go down low, 

Back up to top and round you go.

Lead out at the end,

So that p can join onto a friend.



Click and watch the pencil to see it write.









Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh in and round your go.

Then zoom under the line and kick out q’s big toe.













Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh to the top to start.

Go down and curve the top for your r.











Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh in and curl left.

Curl right then lead out of your s.











Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh to the top and back down,

Then add a flick off of the ground.

You need to cross the t,

With a straight line on his tummy.









Whoosh up then down

Bend round, go up and down to the ground.

Kick out a toe

And u is ready to go.



Click and watch the pencil to see it write.











Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh up then down into the valley.

Zoom back up and across the top to finish your v.











Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh in, then down and back up.

Down again, up and across at the top.









Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Climb up to the top and then slide down from left to right and have a rest.

Jump back to the top, go from right to left and you have an x!











Click and watch the pencil to see it write.

Whoosh up then down and bend round.

Go up then down underground.

Loop the tail under the line,

Lead the y out and it’s looking fine.













Click and watch the pencil to see it write.



Whoosh up then to the right. 

Zig zag down and back to the right.
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